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        TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 
 

 

1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT AND THE COMPANY  

 

 

 

2. DESCRIPTION 

 

New spray gun for external and internal coating applications. A careful market research has 

shown that it is becoming increasingly mare difficult to clean the spray instruments used for 

chemical coating products since they are getting more complex and sophisticated; in fact after 

use a normal spray gun has to be cleaned immediately so as not to risk the product drying out 

and so causing the inevitable obstruction of the nozzles that makes the spray gun unusable. 

The cleaning process itself takes up time and the use of solvents that considerably increase the 

costs of application.  

 

The answer to this problem is the new undercoating spray gun (050070), which is equipped 

with a universal spray nozzle that can be thrown away with the empty can. However, if wished, 

the nozzle (made of solvent resisting materials) can be used again by immersed if in a small 

quantify of cleaning solvent; in the meantime one can continue working by using another clean 

nozzle on the spray gun. The cost of the nozzle however is much less than the cost of cleaning 

a normal spray gun and therefore if can be thrown away without hesitation. Provision has been 

made also for the quick connection to the nozzle of a special 1 metre long hose with a patented 

nozzle for the coating nebulization in boxes. 

 

3. DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

 

 
 

 

 

NAME OF THE 

PRODUCT 

Undercoating spray gun 

CODE 050070 

DISTRIBUTOR BOSSAUTO INNOVA, S.A. 

ADDRESS c/ Thomas Edison 16, Apartado de correos 95 

CITY 08430 La Roca del Vallés (Barcelona) SPAIN 

PHONE + 34 93 860 49 23 

FAX +34 93 871 23 36 

E-MAIL info@bossauto.com 

WEB www.bossauto.com 
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1. Screw the hose on A/205 body 

2. Screw A/205 body on the blow gun 

3. Connect and screw the complete body on the fin 

4. Connect the gun to the air line 

5. Quick bayonet connection with nylon hose Ø 8 x 1000 and atomizing nozzle. 
 
The technical information is in accordance with our experience. We assure the quality of the product. However, the 
conditions of use are not under our control and we cannot assume any responsibility of the obtained results. 

 


